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Revving engines, smoking tires, and high speeds. Car racing enthusiasts and race drivers alike know the thrill
of competition, the push to perform better, and the agony—and dangers—of bad decisions. But driving faster
and better involves more than just high horsepower and tightly tuned engines. Physicist and amateur racer
Chuck Edmondson thoroughly discusses the physics underlying car racing and explains just what’s going on
during any race, why, and how a driver can improve control and ultimately win.

The world of motorsports is rich with excitement and competition—and physics. Edmondson applies
common mathematical theories to real-world racing situations to reveal the secrets behind successful fast
driving. He explains such key concepts as how to tune your car and why it matters, how to calculate 0 to 60
mph times and quarter-mile times and why they are important, and where, when, why, and how to use
kinematics in road racing. He wraps it up with insight into the impact and benefit of green technologies in
racing. In each case, Edmondson’s in-depth explanations and worked equations link the physics principles to
qualitative racing advice.

From selecting shifting points to load transfer in car control and beyond, Fast Car Physics is the ideal source
to consult before buckling up and cinching down the belts on your racing harness.
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From reader reviews:

Susan Jun:

Hey guys, do you wants to finds a new book to learn? May be the book with the title Fast Car Physics
suitable to you? The actual book was written by well-known writer in this era. Often the book untitled Fast
Car Physicsis the main one of several books which everyone read now. This kind of book was inspired a
number of people in the world. When you read this guide you will enter the new shape that you ever know
just before. The author explained their thought in the simple way, therefore all of people can easily to
comprehend the core of this guide. This book will give you a great deal of information about this world now.
So you can see the represented of the world in this book.

Theresa Walker:

Why? Because this Fast Car Physics is an unordinary book that the inside of the publication waiting for you
to snap it but latter it will shock you with the secret the item inside. Reading this book beside it was fantastic
author who else write the book in such incredible way makes the content inside of easier to understand,
entertaining technique but still convey the meaning thoroughly. So , it is good for you because of not
hesitating having this any more or you going to regret it. This phenomenal book will give you a lot of
benefits than the other book have got such as help improving your talent and your critical thinking means. So
, still want to hold up having that book? If I were you I will go to the book store hurriedly.

Victoria Austin:

Do you one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt while you are in the book store? Make an
effort to pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't determine book by its include may
doesn't work at this point is difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not since fantastic as in
the outside seem likes. Maybe you answer can be Fast Car Physics why because the wonderful cover that
make you consider with regards to the content will not disappoint you actually. The inside or content is
fantastic as the outside or perhaps cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly show you to pick up this book.

Diana Slama:

On this era which is the greater individual or who has ability to do something more are more treasured than
other. Do you want to become one of it? It is just simple way to have that. What you need to do is just
spending your time very little but quite enough to get a look at some books. One of the books in the top
listing in your reading list is Fast Car Physics. This book which can be qualified as The Hungry Inclines can
get you closer in turning out to be precious person. By looking way up and review this publication you can
get many advantages.
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